
•  Make small ice blocks (max. 10 x 10 mm) and 
chop these even smaller to create unevenly-si-
zed bits of ice. Keep these in the freezer.

•  Heat the wax to 90 °C and mould a yellow 
narrow square candle according to the manual 
(www.gildewerk.com > service center > pro-
ducttips). Leave about 10 cm of wick at the top 
and the bottom of the candle. A dinner candle 
is also ideal for this purpose.

•  Place the candle in the square cast and seal 
the base with the silicone plug. Fill or partly fill 
the space between the candle and the sides 
of the cast with bits of ice. Immediately pour 
yellow wax over this to the rim of the cast. 
Once the wax has cooled completely, remove 
it from the cast. Do this above a sink, because 
the ice would have melted in the meantime. 
Make sure that you drain all the water from the 
candle. You will now have a candle with holes 
in in. You can use the decorative wax sheets 
to make small mice that appear to crawl out of 
the holes.

•  As it burns, the light will shine beautifully from 
the holes.

•  You can – of course – use different colours or 
no colour at all, or create different shapes, e.g. 
round.

DMJ-0004G  Melting urn or  
DMB-00001  Mini bain 1000

Mould mix
DGW-00005 or 

Plusmix 
WAX-00110  

KLP- 06383  or 
KLP-24383 Colour tablets maize 
 yellow

KPT-03x08  Flat wick 3 x 8

MAL-00141   Square cast

MAL-00233   Narrow square or any 
 other narrow cast 
 according to preference

MAL-00401  Silicon plug

MAL-00300  Centring needle

WAS-63213  or 
WAS-63226  Reddish-brown or silver   
 decorative wax sheets
 Tray for making small ice  
 blocks

REQUIRED:

Kerze 
     des Monats

Use your 
imagination!

Cheese!!

If you’re curious about 
making other candles, 
please sign up to one of our 
workshops


